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IN MEMORIAM
We are saddened by the passing of Ilse Volinn and Shanta 

Gangolli, both of whom were enthusiastic supporters of PPI. 
This is a great loss not only to PPI but to the much wider 

community of people who have been touched by their warm 
and gentle spirits.
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Dear Friends,

As I look back at 2019, after three short visits to India, what is striking is how climate change is affecting 
people, most notably the underprivileged when it comes to access to clean water and farming. I also see 
the disparity in wealth as the underprivileged continue to struggle to make ends meet. In addition, I see 
a growth in non-compostable garbage along the streets, and a lack of convenient sanitation facilities in 
villages. None of these are a surprise, and one can argue whether enough is being done. But it is clear that 
there has to be a shift in the mindset of the people in India to solve these huge problems facing them. And 
this is happening. The challenge for foreign charitable organizations like PPI is to align themselves to help 
encourage this shift, create awareness of what has worked well, and fund initiatives that will allow the 
underprivileged to take pride in creating their sustainable path to self-sufficiency. 

At PPI, over the past 40 plus years, we have realized the potential that resides in the greater Seattle area 
to help address some of the above issues and have learned how to channel passion and charity where 
every dollar counts. With an all-volunteer organization and no paid staff, we work with our trusted NGOs 
to improve the lives of the underprivileged, marginalized, and exploited people of India through a focus 
on funding programs that have the potential to become self-sustaining, increase people’s self-reliance, 
and make the environment a healthy place to live in. In 2019, we started 5 new projects that range from 
support for sustainable farming, training for rural women to become ‘Balwadi’ teachers, Bio-sand filters 
(BSF) for clean drinking water and livelihood development program for young women towards self-reliance. 
In addition, we continued funding 7 projects that started in 2017 & 2018 and completed 3 projects. Our 
volunteers visited several project sites, and these visits allow us to keep in touch with the NGOs and help 
us monitor and learn more about the projects we are funding. We have been impressed with the dedication 
and the quality of work that our trusted NGOs are doing. You can read about these in the following pages 
and also on our website at https://ppi-usa.org/. If you have an idea related to any of our projects or know of 
an NGO that merits working with, please reach out to us at ppi@ppi-usa.org.

We are extremely grateful for your continued financial support. We are thankful to all of you for making 
our 2019 annual event a great success. We thank Jhimiki and Maatal, a semi classical Indian dance group 
based in Pacific Northwest, for providing a visual treat and a dazzling performance to our donors. We will 
be hosting our next annual event on April 26, 2020 at the Mercer Island Community and Events Center 
(MICC) from 3pm to 6pm. Please mark your calendars. We look forward to seeing you then.
 
Our core team and volunteers, including youth volunteers, are an amazing bunch. They have stretched 
themselves to serve PPI’s cause even while they lead  busy lives. I want to extend my thanks to all of them. 
Without their help and commitment, we would not be able to continue on with our mission. In the coming 
year, we want to grow our volunteer base. If you are thinking of how you can help by giving back to the 
country you left or the country you love, there can be no better satisfaction than volunteering your time. 
We need passionate people who can help review projects, visit our NGOs during trips to India, and help 
grow our NGO and donor base. Together we can make a bigger impact in the lives of people with whom we 
share a common bond. 

We wish you the very best for the holiday season and a happy new year!

Sincerely, 

Mohan Vaghul
President, PPI
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AT A GLANCE

SUSTAINABLE FARMING &  
WATER CONSERVATION

Agricultural Improvements  
in Bundelkhand

#1 

organization:  
GRAVIS (Gramin Vikas Vidya Samiti),
Jodhpur, Rajasthan

contact: Dr. Prakash Tyagi
dates: September 2017 - September 2020
total budget: Rs.17,95,000
2019 budget: Rs.5,89,750

This is a multi-faceted 3-year project to improve 
agricultural practices and community development 
in 5 villages in a drought-prone area of Uttar 
Pradesh, by methods developed by GRAVIS through 
their work in Rajasthan. GRAVIS has helped villagers 
establish kitchen gardens around their houses to 
provide better nutrition at less cost, and other 
villagers are now adopting the practice on their 
own. Improvements to farmlands, begun in the 
first year and continuing now, include construction 
of khadins (earthen dikes) around the borders of 
fields to conserve water and soil, fencing of fields 
to keep animals out, and establishment of agri-
horticulture units where fruits and grains can be 
grown together. A pond dug in one village has 
filled with water and is enabling 16 low-caste 
families to cultivate previously unused land.  Other 
developments include establishment of seed banks 
and composting pits. 

All of these activities have measurably improved 
villagers’ lives; for example, construction of khadins 
has doubled crop production in the beneficiaries’ 
fields. On the organizational and educational 
side, GRAVIS has conducted training sessions on 
nutrition and water quality, and they are fostering 

Village Development Committees and women’s Self-
Help Groups to enable the villagers to take charge 
of their own affairs more effectively and extend the 
reach of the beneficial effects of the project.

#1 Renovation/construction of Johad (pond)

#1 After renovation Johad (pond) filled with 
rain water 

Mitigating Droughts through 
Community Empowerment

#2 

organization:  
GRAVIS (Gramin Vikas Vidya Samiti),
Jodhpur, Rajasthan

contact: Dr. Prakash Tyagi
dates: April 2018 - April 2021
total budget: rs.12,66,840
2019 budget: rs.4,20,440
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Mitigating Droughts through 
Community Empowerment

AT A GLANCE

In this project, GRAVIS is working to improve 
conditions in three villages in the Badmer district 
of the Thar Desert. First, they have built 5 taankas 
(underground tanks to store rainwater) and are 
installing bio-sand water filters nearby, to provide 
a safe and reliable source of water for drinking and 
household use. Besides the obvious direct benefits, 
this has relieved women and children of the need 
to carry water long distances, so that the women 
can devote more time to farm work and community 
activities and the children can concentrate on 
school. Second, GRAVIS has established a seed 
bank in each village to ensure the availability of 
high-quality seeds of crop varieties that are well 
adapted to local climate and soil conditions. Crops 
are now being grown from the seeds harvested 
last year. GRAVIS has also held training sessions 
for the villagers on improved agricultural methods, 
with an emphasis on climate-resilient techniques. 
These activities have been conducted with the 
active supervision and participation of Village 
Development Committees that were established in 
the first year of the project.

#2 Taanka under construction

#2 Taanka after construction

#2 Pearl millet crop in the project farmer’s 
field at Badmer 

Direct Marketing of Organic  
Produce by Tribal Farmers

#3 

organization:  
Dr. M.L. Dhawale Memorial Homeopathic 
Institute (MLDMHI), Thane, Maharashtra

contact: Ms. Ujjwala Pendse
dates: January 2019 - January 2021
total budget: rs.8,96,000
2019 budget: rs.4,40,000

In previous sustainable farming projects, MLDMHI 
was able to help farmers achieve significant increase 
in yield but they were not able to generate a stable 
income due to unstable marketing channels. In 
this new project, tribal farmers are taking their 
produce to Mumbai to sell directly to consumers at 
various locations. Farmers are getting trained in the 
logistics of growing for the urban market, storage, 
transportation and selling to urban customers. They 
have had success in building a consumer base at 
several residential complexes and near a school. 
With direct marketing, they get a (net) average rate 
of Rs.40/kg for vegetables. This is a substantial 
increase in price from the previous year, when they 
were getting Rs. 23/kg when a vendor picked up 
produce from their farms. Some farmers have been 
able to earn as much as Rs.10,000/month. Farmers 
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who were previously becoming discouraged due 
to lack of income from farming are returning to the 
sustainable farming program.

#3 Volunteer setting up a farm-to-market 
stall

#3 Customers buying produce at a farmer 
run market in Mumbai

AT A GLANCE

DRINKING WATER

Bio-Sand Filters in 
Karnataka

organization:  
Pragathi,
Mysore, Karnataka

contact: Mr. B. Sharanappa
dates: April 2018 – April 2021
total budget: Rs.17,67,900
2019 budget: Rs.5,88,150

This project was started in 2018 to make and 
distribute a total of 455 bio-sand filters to tribal 
people in 3 villages to provide safe, clean drinking 
water in Rajiv Gandhi National Park in southern 
Karnataka over a three-year period. This year, 159 
filters have been distributed in Belthur Hadi village. 
Main occupation of the tribal villagers is hunting, 
fishing, and goat rearing. Dirty river water is purified 
using the filters. The filters are made at the Pragathi 
site on the outskirts of Mysore and transported to 
the villages about 80 Km away. A 20-liter water jug 
was provided to the villagers along with the filter 
to store the filtered water. They were also trained 
about health issues, sanitation and proper use and 
maintenance of the filters. Pragathi staff visits the 
beneficiaries once a month and checks the filter 
operation. 

#4 

Our work to promote the use of bio-sand water 
filters to provide safe, clean drinking water to rural 
communities continues with the following three 
projects. All of them comprise awareness and 
training programs, manufacture and distribution of 
filters, and follow-up work.
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vegetables for sale at the farm stand



AT A GLANCE

#4 Bio-sand filter being transported to a 
village 

AT A GLANCE

Bio-Sand Filters in 
Himachal Pradesh

organization:  
Social Awareness through Human Involvement 
(SATHI), Sirmour, Himachal Pradesh

contact: Dr. Anil Kumar
dates: October 2018 – October 2021
total budget: Rs.9,16,800
2019 budget: Rs.3,05,600

During the first year of this project, SATHI has 
constructed and distributed a total of 55 filters to 
the beneficiaries in 5 project villages in the Morni 
Hills area of Haryana. All beneficiaries and their 
family members have been trained by SATHI in the 
filter use, operation, and maintenance. SATHI has 
also distributed the educational material on the filter 
use and maintenance to the beneficiary community. 
All the beneficiaries were successfully asked to 
contribute 20% of the cost of the filters, because 
SATHI believes that it makes those families take 
better ownership of the filters. 

To ensure regular and proper use of the filters 
among the  beneficiaries, SATHI team has been 
conducting monthly/quarterly follow-up visits in the 
project region. If some technical problems regarding 
filter use persist, the SATHI team rectifies it. 

#5 

#5 Bio-sand water filter in use

Bio-Sand Filters in Bihar

organization:  
Aakanksha Seva Sadan (ASS),
Muzaffarpur, Bihar

contact: Ms. Bandana Sharma
dates: July 2019 – July 2022
total budget: Rs.10,28,250
2019 budget: Rs.3,48,750

After conducting a training program on fabricating 
the bio-sand filters, 47 bio-sand filters have 
been produced thus far. ASS has held awareness 
programs to promote the benefits of using bio-
sand filters and their role in reducing water-borne 
diseases as well as training in their proper use and 
maintenance. They have also shortlisted 35 homes 
where bio-sand filters will be installed.

#6 
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#6 Preparation of concrete mixture for the 
bio-sand filter molds

#6 Bio-sand filters ready for distribution

#6 Outreach programs to promote the 
benefits of bio-sand water filters

AT A GLANCE

EDUCATION & LIFE SKILLS 
TRAINING

Tribal Children’s Education 
and Safe Drinking Water

organization:  
Moyrabandh Gram Bikash Kendra (MGBK), 
Bankura, West Bengal

contact: Mr. Uday Narayan De
dates: March 2018 – March 2021
total budget: Rs.5,48,000
2019 budget: Rs.1,52,000

This two-part project continues our support of 
MGBK’s work with the Kheria Sabar tribal people 
and other villagers of Purulia district. The first part is 
an effort to assist 28 tribal teenage girls, the first in 
their families to attend much school, in completing 
their secondary education. MGBK is providing them 
with educational materials (books, notebooks, etc.) 
and additional tutoring at a coaching center run by 
four part-time teachers in a community center. All of 
the girls have passed the class examinations so far. 
The second part, now completed, is the construction 
of a new tube well and repairs of a defunct one to 
provide the villagers with a reliable source of water. 
The new well is now functioning successfully.

#7 

Recognizing that changes at the grass root level can 
come about by educating and providing support to 
first generation learners and by helping women find 
alternate sources of income through skills training, 
PPI has been supporting several such projects 
that aim to create these opportunities for a new 
generation.
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AT A GLANCE

Eco-Friendly Schools and 
Environmental Education 

organization:  
Chinthana Foundation,
Ajjampura, Karnataka

contact: Mr. G. Channappa
dates: September 2018 – September 2021
total budget: Rs.10,91,545
2019 budget: Rs.3,19,950

#8 

Chintana foundation has continued work on the 
project Promotion of Eco-Friendly Schools and 
Environmental Education for Children in five 
village schools near Ajjampura. The program was 
implemented with the active participation of school 
teachers, villagers and children. This year, a total 
of 1525 coconut, teak, pongemia, neem, almond, 
guava, gooseberry and lemon seedlings have been 
planted. Before planting, it was preceded with 
proper soil and water conservation with water 
percolation pits for green manure, mulching with 
coconut husks and application of manure. All 
the work was done by school children under the 
supervision of their teachers with support from 
Chinthana Foundation.

#7 School children carrying trees for 
planting

In addition, with the help of Chinthana Foundation, 
the school children have raised kitchen garden units 
in three schools. The various vegetables like beans, 
chilly, spinach, tomato, okra, bitter gourd, ridge 
gourd and radish were grown and have been used 
in preparing mid-day meals. Use of these vegetables 
has saved the schools about Rs. 250 to 300 every 
month. 

#8 Watering planted trees

AT A GLANCE

Educational Services for  
Quarry Workers’ Children  

organization:  
Institute of Research and Development for the 
Rural Poor (IRDRP), Chennai, Tamil Nadu

contact: Dr. Irudayasamy
dates: October 2018 – October 2021
total budget: Rs.12,48,750
2019 budget: Rs.4,16,250

#9 
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With a fresh round of funding from PPI, IRDRP 
will continue providing educational services to 
the children of stone quarry workers until 2021. 
They have grown their outreach efforts to five new 
villages while continuing with two villages from 
last year. They have a goal of enrolling all eligible 
children in the stone quarry working areas by the 
end of three years (2018-2021). By conducting 
school enrollment camps during the summer, IRDRP 
is helping increase the number of children going to 
school. They have provided educational support 
materials to 132 children. IRDRP continues to 
provide supplemental education at their Convenient 
Education Centers for children in the age group 
of 6-14 years. They have conducted workshops 
for teachers on how to support slow learners 
and rehabilitate senior children in the age group 
of 14 – 18 years through their vocational skills 
empowerment classes. Besides, they have been 
promoting health and hygiene amongst girls through 
the distribution of bio-degradable sanitary napkins 
that was one of PPI’s completed projects #13 this 
year.

#9 Children at an after-school class

#9 Tree planting by school children as 
part of an outreach program to promote 
environmental awareness organized by 
IRDRP

AT A GLANCE

Training Women to  
Become Balwadi Teachers  

organization:  
Vanasthali Rural Development Centre (VRDC), 
Pune, Maharashtra

contact: Ms. Sushama Sathaye
dates: January 2019 – January 2020
total budget: Rs.3,20,000

#10 

PPI support in 2018-19 was utilised for teachers 
training program. This program is the backbone of 
the Vanasthali Rural Development Centre’s efforts 
in improving learning experiences and facilities for 
rural children at primary and pre-primary level. PPI 
funding benefited 108 women from the districts 
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organization:  
Pragathi,
Mysore, Karnataka

contact: Mr. B. Sharanappa
dates: July 2019
total budget: Rs.4,46,000

of Pune, Nasik, Satara and Latur this year. The 
teachers in training get exposure to subjects like 
Child Psychology, Child Education and Upbringing, 
Nutrition and Health, Child Welfare, Management 
of Pre-primary Schools, and Methodology in Child 
Education. These women have been since engaged 
in activities that are aimed at fostering the curious 
minds of children while nurturing their creativity.
 
Two additional programs of shorter duration 
(2-3 days each) were conducted in making and 
encouraging the use of paper bags to reduce the 
proliferation of plastic bags in rural areas. During 
these workshops, teachers were also provided 
with information on new curriculum in schools and 
with alternate teaching strategies such as the use 
of theater in classrooms to not only engage the 
students but to also motivate the teachers.

#10 Training program for teachers

#10 Nurturing curious minds with 
experiments

COMPLETED PROJECTS

Transport Vehicle for Bio-sand 
Filters

In July, PPI funded a small goods vehicle to help 
Pragathi organization transport damaged bio-sand 
filters (BSFs) that needed repair and maintenance 
in the tribal areas of Mysore and Chamarajanagar 
district in Karnataka. Some of the beneficiaries of 
these filters work as seasonal laborers and migrate 
for work leaving the BSF unused. This causes 
blockages in the filters, which need to be cleaned 
before they can be used. Transportation of these 
filters is difficult given the weight of the filters 
and the distance of these remote villages from the 
workshop. Pragathi has recently purchased the 
vehicle and has started to repair the damaged filters.

Vehicle to transport bio-sand filters
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organization:  
Chinthana Foundation,
Ajjampura, Karnataka

contact: Mr. G. Channappa
dates: october 2018 – October 2019
total budget: Rs.779,973

Multipurpose Training Center

Seeing the wonderful work being done by 
Chinthana foundation in their community, the 
local Gram Panchayat donated a large piece of 
land in Ajjampura for their use. At their request, 
this project was started last year (with support 
from few individual donors and PPI) to provide 
educational support for poor children, skill training 
programs, construction of bio-sand water filters, and 
awareness programs on health and environmental 
issues. Overall construction process is moving per 
schedule. The required raw materials have been 
procured as needed and the basement foundation 
work has been completed and concrete pillars have 
been built to strengthen the building. Brick wall 
construction is in progress. The building is expected 
to be completed in 2020. 

Multipurpose Training Center nearing 
completion

organization:  
Institute of Research and Development for the 
Rural Poor (IRDRP), Chennai, Tamil Nadu

contact: Dr. Irudayasamy
dates: october 2018 – October 2019
total budget: Rs.750,000

Sanitary Napkins and Reproductive 
Health 

IRDRP successfully completed a one-year project 
whose goals were to setup a biodegradable herbal 
sanitary pad napkin production unit to promote 
menstrual health management among girls in the 
quarry and tribal areas and to explore distribution 
channels like Self Help Groups, Community Based 
Organizations and other NGOs. After setting up 
the production unit that employed four women 
on a regular basis, IRDRP produced about 18,000 
SAKTHI (power) sanitary pads and sold them 
through NGO channels for Rs.1.50 each. 

The general feedback was that women felt good 
about the product as it was soft, cool and provided 
6 to 8 hours of protection. In addition, IRDRP 
created awareness among 7,000 school girls in 7 
different schools, and 82 NGOs in Tamil Nadu. This 
awareness campaign has helped promote their 
product resulting in increased demand from the 
distribution channels. IRDRP has also completed 

Women engaged in production of sanitary 
napkins
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an impact study and the results are contained in “A 
Pilot Study Report of Napkin Usage of Stone Quarry 
Girls” and are available upon request.

organization:  
Baikunthapur Tarun Sangha,  
Baikunthapur, West Bengal

contact: Susanta Giri
dates: october 2018 – October 2019
total budget: Rs.495,000

Animal Husbandry and Vocational 
Training

BTS’s work in the Sunderbans in West Bengal is 
aimed towards the rehabilitation of women and their 
families whose husbands and main breadwinners 
have fallen victims to tiger and crocodile attacks. 
In spite of the vagaries of the monsoon, regional 
elections and multiple cyclones, BTS is pleased to 
report that the program to impart life-skills training 
in animal husbandry to 200 widows and women 
in disadvantaged positions is up and running. The 
efforts to provide them with chickens and other 
animals as well as seeds to grow fodder crop was 
started in November. BTS is also training 100 youth 
in two wheeler repair and carpentry as a means to 
curb migration to urban areas.

Project Swabalamban  - training widows 
and disadvantaged women in life-skills

DISASTER RELIEF 
FUNDING
PPI occasionally sends funds to our partner NGOs 
to provide relief to beneficiaries of our projects 
when they are impacted by natural disasters or 
other emergencies.  This year we sent $3000 from 
the general fund plus $25 in individual donations 
to Baikunthapur Tarun Sangha (Baikunthapur, W. 
Bengal) to assist the recovery from damage caused 
by cyclone FANI.

SITE VISITS TO PPI 
PROJECTS
Site visits are integral to PPI’s involvement with our 
partner NGOs in India.  They help us to check on the 
progress of existing projects and develop new ones, 
to understand local conditions and problems better, 
and to establish person-to-person contact with 
project coordinators.  PPI invites members, including 
new volunteers, to visit our sites during their trips to 
India.

In February 2019, PPI President, Mohan Vaghul 
visited Institute of Research and Development for 
the Rural Poor (IRDRP) in Chennai, primarily to 
assess the progress of the Sanitary Napkin project. 
He was able to view the production of maternity 
sanitary napkins in progress. They were able to 
produce about 800/day. They had equipment in 
place, and trained personnel to accomplish the 
different steps required. Since his visit, the project 
has now been completed and IRDRP has now 
shifted to producing and marketing regular sanitary 
napkins.

Sudha Vaghul, PPI Vice-President, visited Institute 
of Research and Development for the Rural Poor 
(IRDRP) in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, in July 2019. PPI 
is supporting manufacturing and distributing low-
cost, biodegradable sanitary napkins. As of early 
September, IRDRP has produced about 15,000 
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sanitary napkins. They have also distributed many 
of these to girls in local schools. As part of their 
outreach with school children of stone quarry 
workers, IRDRP is promoting environmental 
awareness by having school children plant trees. 
During this visit, she was invited to participate in a 
tree-planting effort at a local school. 

ANNUAL PPI FUNDRAISER

The 2019 Annual Fundraiser was held on April 
28. It featured a lively dance performance by the 
group Jhimiki & Maatal. $14,030 was received at 
the event, with an additional $9,860 expected from 
pledges and matching funds.

The 2020 Annual Fundraiser will be held on April 
26, 2020. Please Save the Date!

TREASURER’S REPORT
These budget figures, as of December 01, 2019 are 
approximate. A precise and detailed financial report 
for 2019 will be available in early 2020.

2019 Income: $355 in membership dues, $41,007 
in general contribution including $22,591 (net) 
from the annual event, $865 in interest. Special 
contributions: $75 for Belaku Trust and $25 for BTS 
FANI emergency funds. 

2019 Expenditures: $70,685.49 to PPI projects 
(not including special contributions), $1,416.40 
in operating expenses (mainly printing, copying, 
postage, insurance, etc.) All the special contributions 
were sent as collected (minus wire charges).
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chairperson: Mohan Vaghul
vice chairperson: Sudha Vaghul
treasurer: Lavaleen Kumar Jha
secretary: Radhika Shyamsundar 
webmasters: Satish Thatte, Vijay Srirangam

2019 PPI Officers



NAME 

ADDRESS       

CITY     STATE  ZIP CODE
 
EMAIL ADDRESS     PHONE  (          )
 

Membership:  $25/Family    or $15 Single/Year

Contribution:  $20 $100    $250       $500       Other:  $  

Enclosed is a check for:  $   

(If your employer matches your gift, please provide the name:           )
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Year 2020 Membership & Pledge/Contribution Form

circle one

circle one

{IRS Code 501(c) (3) Tax Exempt, ID No. 91-1057315}

Please make your checks payable to “People for Progress in India” and mail it with this form 
to: People for Progress in India (PPI), P.O. Box 51231, Seattle, WA 98115-1231

Monthly minutes and quarterly reports are sent by e-mail only. Please give us your e-mail address. 
It will help us send receipts by e-mail and save postage. PPI will not provide the e-mail list to any 
other organization. Annual reports are sent by postal mail. 
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VISION
We envision an India without extreme poverty, where people can live healthy self-

reliant lives in a clean environment, and where their essential needs are met through 
sustainable economic activity.

MISSION
To bring positive socio-economic change to the underprivileged, marginalized, and 
exploited sectors of India by promoting self-reliance and providing seed-money for 

development projects.

GOALS
To fund programs which have the potential to become self-sustaining and make people 

self-reliant, and to encourage new ideas involving people’s participation.
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